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We give a counterexample to the following conjecture of Douglas D. Grant Cl]: 
If a positive integer t 3 2 and D is a strict digraph of order 2t such that S+(D) 3 t 
and S’(D)2 t, then D has an anti-directed hamiltonian cycle. Where S+(D) and 
6-(D) denote the minimum indegree and outdegree, respectively. A hamiltonian 
cycle in a digraph is called anti-directed if no two of its consecutive arcs form a 
directed path. 
The counterexample is given in Fig. I, where an edge e with two arrows 
denotes the two oppositely oriented arcs with the same ends as e. For every vertex 
u of D; d+(u) = d-(u) = t. 
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Fig. 1. 
We show by contradiction that D has no anti-directed hamiltonian cycle. 
Assume that D has an antidirected hamiltonian cycle C. Then at least one of 
{(xi, 21) I i = 1, - . . , t - 1) or one of {(zI, yi) 1 j = 1,. . . , t - 1) belongs to C. Withour 
loss of generality, we may assume that (xi,, z,) E C (otherwise consider the digrapt 
obtained from D by reversing the orientation of each arc). Since (z2, 4,) am 
(xi,> zl) form a directed path, (z2, XJ 6 C, and therefore (q,, yj,) E C. For the saml 
reason, (yj,, z2) 6 C and (xi,, yj,) E C, and so on. Consequently C can not in&d 
the vertex z2, contradicting the definition of the hamiltonian cycle. 
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